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SUMMARY

The Blackburn Point Bridge (FOOT Bridge No. 170064) is located in Sarasota County, on County Road 
789, Florida. The bridge is in the vicinity of Osprey, halfway betw een the cities of Sarasota and Venice, Florida 
(Figure 1). The steel truss swing bridge was constructed in 1925-1926. The 142-foot long single span Warren 
pony truss (with verticals) was fabricated by the Champion Bridge Company from Wilmington, Ohio. The 19- 
foot wide bridge, with a roadway width of 15.75 feet, now carries only one lane of traffic at a time.

Documentation, meeting Historic American Engineering Record (HAER) standards, was prepared for 
this bridge in 1992. This included four sheets of drawings (Site Plan, Plans, Elevation and Section, and 
Details), large format photographs, and a brief history. The documentation is located at the Florida State 
Archives in Tallahassee (figures 2-5).

SETTING

The Blackburn Point Bridge is the easternmost of two bridges which carries the two-lane Blackburn 
Point Road over the Gulf Intracoastal Waterway (Photographs 1 & 2), a federal navigation channel. The 
Dryman Bay Bridge, a non-historic 145-foot long multi-span reinforced concrete bridge built in 1955, is located 
approximately 700 feet to the west. The bridges are separated by a small island which was enlarged on the 
north end with fill land (Figures 6 & 7). Little Sarasota Bay lies to the north (Photograph 3) and Dryman Bay to 
the south. The setting is rural, primarily characterized by mangroves along the water’s edge. A marina is 
located northeast of the Blackburn Point Bridge, and a few small wood frame structures and docks for small 
fishing boats are located south of the road, on both the mainland and the island. The island between the two 
bridges contains a county park, a library, and water storage tanks north of the road. This bridge connects the 
old Tamiami Trail (US 41), the primary north/south route on the mainland, with the northern part of Casey Key. 
Development along the north end of Casey Key consists of priv ate single family residences, generally one- to 
two-stories in height.

PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION

The Blackburn Point Bridge is a pony truss swing span that carries Blackburn Point Road. The bridge is 
a Warren pony truss with vertical supports (Figures 3-5, Photographs 4-7). The steel trusses on each side arc 
9.58 feet high and are composed of eight panels which are each 17.5 feet wide (center to center). The top and 
bottom chords, as well as the inclined end posts, are 12” x 10” I-beams. Hip verticals and diagonal chords are 
made up of 2 Vi" x 3 'A” angle bars connected by 6” x 12” plates at approximately 20” on center. Connections 
were riveted on-site which reflects the new technology at the beginning of the century. Floor beams are 20 V” 
X 6 Vi” I- beams, running north-south, attached to the sides of the bottom chords at 17.5 feet on center. Eight 
floor stringers (10” x 4 5/8” I-beams) span between the floor beams at 2.0 to 2.75 feet on center. Sway bracing, 
consisting of 3” x 5” x Vi” steel angles, is placed in an X-shape under the stringers within each panel. Metal
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grate decking serves as the road surface at the bridge. The bridge is 19 feet wide, with a roadway width of 15.9 
feet.

The metal grate decking has a 3” x 4” open grid. The center portion, above the swing mechanism, is 
filled with concrete. Wooden curbs along the bridge sides are ^proximately 5” x 8”. A narrow walkway area 
along the north side, adjacent to the travel lane, has a smaller grid spacing. Pipe handrails (2 V*" outside 
diameter) are placed at approximately 2.4 and 4.0 feet above the bottom of the bottom chord. The trusses, 
decking, handrail, and wooden curb are all painted with aluminum paint. When closed, the bridge has a vertical 
clearance of 9 feet above mean high water and a horizontal clearance of 51 feet for navigation. The road deck is 
approximately 12.4 feet above mean high water. Wood fenders flank the intracoastal waterw ay channel on the 
east and west sides. Wood bulkheads serve as retaining walls at the east and west bridge abutments. The 
center-bearing pivot swing mechanism is located mid<hannel on a concrete pier. The bridge is supported on 
eight wheels which turn on this 10-foot diameter circular rail.

Since the bridge carries only one lane of traffic at a time, a stop sign is located at each end of the bridge. 
A traffic arm is located approximately 100 feet aw ay fiom each end of the bridge (Photographs 8 & 9). This is 
used to prevent traffic from crossing the bridge while it is being opened. A signal post with four red lights and 
a bell (not included in the nomination) is also located further out from the traffic arm as a warning device.

ALTERATIONS

The first bridge tender house was constructed in 1927 but has since been replaced by a newer tender 
house (Photo #2) (not included in the nomination). In 1931, the Blackburn Point Bridge needed new decking 
so, apparently due to a lack of funds, the Board of County Commissioners voted to use as much of the salvaged 
material from the North Creek Bridge as possible (Stiles 1989:7). In the early 1970s, the swing drive was 
electrified with a 7'/j horsepower motor. In 1981, the bridge was struck by a barge which required extensive 
repairs. These were completed in 1981-82 by Kunde, Driver, Simpson and Associates of Miami. Other repair 
work was performed by IGssinger Campo Associates of Tampa in 1987, that required that the bridge be lifted 
off the swing mechanism and placed on shore for repairs. Es^ntial repairs were again made in 1995-1996, 
when materials were primarily repaired or replaced in-kind. The dimensions of the bridge have not changed, 
and the Blackburn Point Bridge has retained its physical integrity and character.
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SUMMARY

The Blackburn Point Bridge is nominated to the National Register for its significance at the local level 
under Criteria A and C in the areas of Transportation and Engineering. It is an excellent example of a typical 
small-scale steel Warren pony truss swing bridge, and the only one remaining in Sarasota County. Constructed 
in 1925-26, at the height of the Florida 1920s Land Boom, it connected the mainland of Sarasota County with 
the north end of Casey Key, a narrow barrier island fronting the Gulf of Mexico. Its construction facilitated the 
“frenzied” development of the Key. Its picturesque rural setting has remained relatively unaltered despite the 
encroachment of miles of modem development in its vicinity.

HISTORICAL CONTEXT

Casey Key was named after Captain John Charles Casey who assisted with the first U.S. Coast and 
Geodetic Survey between 1848 and 1851. A map prepared in 1856 depicted Casey’s Pass and Casey Key. 
Captain Casey was appointed to serv e as commissioner for the removal of the Seminoles from Florida in 1849 
(Matthews 1989a).

At the end of the Civil War a major wave of settlers came into Florida, including Sarasota County, 
encouraged by the 1862 Homestead Act. Among the earliest were John and Eliza Webb who arrived with their 
family fix>m Utica, New York, in 1867 and settled along the bay at present day Osprey. They were soon joined 
by Jesse and Caroline Knight and their family who settled on land to the south, at present day Nokomis and 
Venice. In 1881, John and Belinda Blackburn arrived from Iowa to homestead land along the bay, just south of 
the Webb homestead. Their son Benjamin arrived a few years later to settle 80 acres about a mile and half 
south of his parents’ homestead, along present day Blackburn Bay. Blackburn Point was originally called Bee 
Point where Robert Griffith set up a home with his wife, Aima Webb, daughter of John and Eliza Webb. Early 
pioneer homesteaders and guests would cross over to Casey Key by boat to hunt animals such as bobcats, 
panthers, and raccoons; to collect turtle eggs; and to cut buttonwood, mangrove and cedar (Matthews 1989a).

In the late 1880s, local residents petition^ Congress to dredge a channel from Casey’s Pass to Tampa 
Bay for a total of 33 miles. Natural obstructions, such as oyster bars over hard sand, prevented regular 
commercial transportation along this route. One such oyster bar was noted as being at Blackburn’s Point. All 
types of citrus, vegetables, tropical fruits (such as bananas and pineapples), com, tobacco, honey, sugar, cattle, 
hogs, turtles, fish, shellfish, and phosphates were being produced along the bay. Only irregular trips to send 
these products to ports up north were possible, using light draught and steam boats or hauling them over bad 
roads for 40 to 60 miles to the Manatee River. The homesteaders proposed that production would increase 
markedly with improvements, and asked for a continuous channel to a depth of 4 'A to 6 feet At the time, the 
U.S. Army, Chief of Engineers, recommended that a channel, 100 feet wide and 5 feet deep, be constructed 
from Tampa Bay south to Sarasota, and a channel, 75 feet wide and 3 feet deep be constructed from Sarasota 
south to Casey’s Pass. This would allow the farmers south of Sarasota to transport their fruits and vegetables in 
flats or sailboats up to Little Sarasota Bay or to Sarasota where they could be sent to Tampa Bay and loaded
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onto larger steamers there. “A channel through the mangroves, to link the upper and lower bays and to avoid 
the necessity of outside passage for Venice producers, accounted for two-thirds of the projected costs” 
(Matthews 1989a; 143-44).

Just after the turn of the century, Isaac Shumard brought his family, including 2 sons and 4 daughters, to 
settle on Casey Key. In 1903, Isaac’s son Jesse settled federal lands at the northern end of Casey Key, across 
the bay from Osprey. ‘‘By 1910, his homestead included a six-room house, a dock house, workshop, artesian 
well, a fenced six-acre orchard, and a vegetable garden." Zachariah M. Dryman homesteaded more than 100 
acres on Casey Key, to the south, in 1909. The bay along this area was later called Dryman Bay (Matthews 
I989a:152). In the early 1910s, Isaac T. Shumard sold most ofhis land to the Sarasota-Venice Company but 
retained the 10 acres which contained the family’s "Island Home” (Matthews 1989a: 185).

Activities at the turn of the century prompted optimism and an excitement over growth and 
development. In 1902, the United States & West Indies Railroad & Steamship Co., a subsidiary of the Seaboard 
line, started laying track from Tampa through Bradenton into Sarasota. The first train arrived in March 1903 
and the track was later extended into Venice in 1912 (Marth 1973:40). In addition, the advent of the automobile 
in the early 20* century led to an increased need for an improved network of roads and bridges in the United 
States. The first few decades of the century signified a period of great ingenuity utilizing American engineering 
technology. Federal policy after World War I was committed to the completion of a connected system of 
highways, creating an incessant demand for new bridges. The automobile also increased the ease for mobility, 
both of people and products. Manatee County residents, like the rest of the nation, desired mobility, but were 
fixistrated with their remote, isolated location. Prior to 1912, there was nothing but trails and a few flimsy 
bridges south of Tampa. In March of 1912, a 9-foot hard surfaced road was completed south to the city of 
Sarasota. The new hard-surfaced road did not withstand the weather w ell, so few winter visitors came to 
Sarasota by automobile at the time.

Present-day Sarasota County consisted of the southern portion of Manatee County at that time, with a 
county scat at Bradenton. In 1914, the Sarasota-Venice Road and Bridge District was formed for southern 
Manatee County, realizing that the leaders in Bradenton would not provide an adequate system so far away. 
After much public debate, a bond issue of $250,000 was approved for roads and bridges in 1915. The bond 
issue was re-approved in 1916 when it was realized that the proposed 15-foot wide road would be too 
expensive; therefore, a 9-foot wide alternative was approved. Included in this bond issue was a new road to 
connect Sarasota with Venice. Also in 1915, a group of businessmen met to discuss the feasibility of a cross- 
state highway from Tampa to Miami by way of Sarasota. This route would include the road constructed from 
the Hillsborough County line to Sarasota in 1912 and the road from Sarasota to Venice, soon to be constructed. 
This road w'as eventually designated U.S. 41, or the Tamiami Trail, but was not completed until April 1928 
(Scupholm 1997:20-22).

The automobile, telephone, and electricity began to transform Manatee County from an isolated area 
into a county linked with the rest of the state and nation. New residents and tourists arrived by automobile as 
well as by boat. Developers promoted Florida as the eternal garden to attract tourists and new residents.
Around 1917, a resident of Casey Key even tried to promote his development by changing the name of the Key
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to Treasure Island, causing a great deal of dd>ate over the name in later years (Wacker and Whitlock 1979:2).
A S1.3 million Treasure Island Hotel was proposed by the Sarasota-Venice Company for the southern end of 
Casey Key (Matthews 1989a:200). The United States entered World War I, however, and all dreams of 
expansion ended for a while.

Residents of Sarasota and Venice continued to be fhistrated with the lack of good roads and bridges.
The pet^le in southern Manatee County began talks of forming another county. A public meeting was held in 
June 1920, and Sarasota County was formed in 1921, with a county seat at the city of Sarasota. “Even though 
one of the chief reasons Sarasota County was formed was for better roads and bridges, not much progress was 
made in the first few years due largely to the fact that Manatee and Sarasota counties were embroiled in battles 
over indebtedness with respect to the old Sarasota-Venice and Englewood Special Road and Bridge Districts.
In August of 1924, the controversy was settled with a $40,500.03 bond issue” (Stiles 1989a:4). Sarasota made 
up for lost time, however, and in less than five years spent $4.8 million for roads and bridges, including the 
Blackburn Point Bridge.

Roads and bridges were the foundation of the new county and were of the highest priority, even higher 
than building a new county courthouse. “The founders realized the economic base of the new County was 
dependent on this road and bridge network. The more accessible the lands were and the more facility with 
which one could travel firom point to point, the greater the land values and the bigger the development, putting 
money into the County coffers” (Stiles 1989b:3).

The mid-1920s marked the peak of the “land boom” in Florida, with escalating land values everywhere. 
Development of the keys off Sarasota County seemed ideal at the time. “Though they boasted having some of 
the most beautiful beaches in the world, they were accessible for the most part only by boat. Siesta Key had 
been connected to the mainland with a bridge as early as 1917, but it is in the 1920s that keys are linked with 
bridges and ribboned with roads. In January of 1923 a tall bridge was privately built at the south end of 
Treasure Island (now Casey Key); in February of 1926 the Ringling Causeway was opened to Lido and St. 
Annands; a new Siesta Key bridge was completed in 1927; and the New Pass bridge connecting Lido and 
Longboat was opened in April of 1929. All of these bridges have since been replaced. Because of the 
development opportunities on Casey Key, a bridge and road at Blackburn Point were high priority” (Stiles 
1989a:4-5).

HISTORIC SIGNinCANCE

The 1924 bond issue, approved for IS roads and five new bridges, included both the Blackburn Point 
Road and the Blackburn Point Bridge which would serve to conn«:t Casey Key to the mainland (Figure 8). On 
February 2,1925, the Sarasota County Commission awarded the contract for construction of the Blackburn 
Point and Stickney Point bridges to the Champion Bridge Company of Wilmington, Ohio. The construction 
was subject to the approval of the War Department and the total cost for both bridges was modified from the 
original bid of $46,438 to $45,000. In March, the bid for construction of both the Blackburn Point and Stickney 
Point bridges and roads was awarded for $371,785 (Stiles 1989a:5).
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Constructed in 1925-26, this is a typical swing bridge fabricated by the Champion Bridge Company of 
Wilmington, Ohio (contract #4946, dated March 10,1925) and was provided to Sarasota County for $22,890 
(Miars 1992; FOOT 1992). A proposed site plan and plans for the center and end piers were prepared for 
application by the Board of County Commissioners, Sarasota County, Florida, dated Febmary 27, 1925.
Charles S. Wadsworth is noted on the drawings as Sarasota County Engineer (plans on file at FOOT District 1). 
(^inn and Powell Construction Company, of Fort Luiderdale, Florida, erected the bridge on site, using riveted 
connections, which reflects the new technology at the beginning of the century, and completed it in late 1926.

On December 6,1926, the bid for a bridge tender was awarded to H.T. Campbell for $50 per month. It 
was considered a 24-hour job, and the bridge tender had to furnish the oil for the tamps on the bridge and the 
grease for the drive system. The bridge went into operation around December 15,1926. On January 28,1927, 
J.D.F. Boggs received the contract to build a bridge tender’s house for $965 (Stiles 1989a:6). (This structure 
has since been replaced with a newer one.)

Soon after completion of the bridge, the boom began to wane. “By 1927, real estate values crashed, 
many businesses went bankrupt, scores of houses and apartments were sacrificed to pay mortgages, and three 
leading hotels went into receivership” (Stiles 1989a:6-7). Culminating with the stock market crash in 1929, the 
local economy could no longer sustain the road and bridge boom started in Sarasota County. Growth went into 
hiatus during the Depression.

During World War II, Florida served as a training ground for many branches of the armed services. 
After the war, many of these young servicemen returned to Florida to settle with their families. Car ownership 
also increased, as did inexpensive mobility and vacations. Between 1940 and 1950, Florida’s population 
increased from 1,897,414 to 2,771, 305, resulting in a second land boom. Development of Casey Key, was 
initiated, but due to its remoteness, narrow configuration, and naturally altering shoreline, development was 
primarily at the southern end near Nokomis Beach.

During the 1950s, the residents of Casey Key formed what became the Casey Key Protective 
Association. The association purchased a segment of the bay bottom to prevent dredge and fill, zoned the 
middle of the island for residential use only, and paved the old shell road with the stipulation that the road 
would retain a “country road” look (Wackcr and Whitlock 1979:3). An inland navigation route (Gulf 
Intracoastal Waterway) along Florida’s west coast from Tarpon Springs to Fort Myers, planned in the 1950s, 
was ceremoniously opened in 1967 (Matthews 1989b: 156).

The Blackburn Point Bridge is associated w ith the creation of Sarasota County and the development of 
the county’s transportation system during the 1920s. The desire for good transportation was one of the primary 
reasons for the formation of Sarasota County in 1921. This bridge was part of the first transportation multi
million dollar development program funded by the newly formed county. The bridge is also significant for its 
role in making Casey Key more accessible and developable, as well as being part of a larger network to make 
all of the land in the county desirable and profitable, and therefore increase the new county’s economic base. 
The Blackburn Point Bridge is all that remains of that important road and bridge network era. It is interesting 
to note that the bond issue for new roads and bridges was passed one year prior to the bond issue for 
construction of a new county courthouse.
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Today the bridge opens on demand for boats 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. There are on average 700 
openings per month, varying with the day of the week and the season of the year. The bridge tender controls 
the lights, bell and traffic barrier from a control box located outside of the tender’s house. The bridge tender 
then walks to the center of the bridge where the electrical controls for the swing mechanism are located, on the 
south truss, and opens the bridge (Photograph 7).

ENGINEERING CONTEXT

Iron and steel bridges of the late 19* and early 20* century derived their structural form from earlier 

wooden covered bridges, but were built with materials that did not require extensive protection from the 
elements, as the wooden structures did. In addition, iron and steel provided a strong, safe structure at a cost 
within the financial capabilities of many communities. ‘These bridges were often prefabricated by specialize 
bridge companies and then erected throughout the country in both rural and urban settings. As a result, their 
presence provides a unifying structural and visual element within the American landscape” (Comp and Jackson 
1977).

Metal truss bridges were the most common type built betwwn 1850 and 1925. The most common types 
in America were either the Pratt or the Warren truss. Both forms were developed in the 1840s. Metal trusses 
are composed of many small pieces, or members, of iron or steel joined together in a soies of triangles. These 
structural triangles interconnect to make one long truss, necessary to provide the length and strength for the 
bridge. Each member is put in either tension or compression to resist the loads placed on the truss by gravity. 
‘‘If a member is in compression, then the forces acting on it tend to push it together. If it is in tension, then 
these forces tend to pull it apart. The main members of a truss are either stiff heavy struts or posts, or thin 
flexible rods or bars. Stiff struts or posts are capable of withstanding tension and compression, however, thin 
rods or bars are only capable of withstanding tension” (Comp and Jackson 1977:2). The Blackburn Point 
Bridge features a Warren truss and has stiff struts or posts throughout.

The Warren truss was patented in 1848 by two British engineers. Captain James Warren and Theobald 
Monzani. Its simple, straightforward design was quickly adopted by American bridge designers and has proved 
to be so successful that it is still being used today by bridge engineers. ‘The basic Warren truss has diagonals 
which are alternately placed in either tension or compression. As a result, the Warren truss is most easily 
recognized by its triangular outline. Most Warren trusses are built with vertical members which help strengthen 
the structure” (Comp and Jackson 1977:8). Both the Pratt and Warren truss forms ‘‘offered simplified 
fabrication and construction because they used a limited number of different members in their webs. They also 
surpassed other designs in the ability to fully describe the distribution of stresses through mathematical 
analysis” (Rudge 1989:E-2).

Technical advancements improved metal truss bridge design from the late 1850s through the 1890s. In 
1859, the first pin-constructed bridge in the United States, a railroad bridge in Pennsylvania, enabled assembly 
in the field rather than in the shop where rivets and bolts were used. “The ability to ship unassembled members, 
rather than large pre-assembled components permitted the erection of iron bridges on roads far distant from rail
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lines. In the same year the first all wrought-iron bridge went up, a considerable improvement because cast iron 
was recognized as a brittle material unsuitable for bridges” (Rudge 1989;E-3). Steel began to replace the use of 
iron in the late 1870s but “engineers and fabricators distrusted steel, particularly for tension members, until the 
perfection of the open-hearth process of steel production around 1890. By that time, the common structural 
shapes (plates, channels and angles) were available in steel at prices comparable to wrought iron. The final 
important technical change came in the means of assembling bridges in the field. Pinned connections had been 
favored for their ease of assembly, even though engineers realized that riveted connections provided superior 
rigidity. Late in the 19*'’ century, innovations in pneumatic field riveting overcame the cost advantage of pinned 
joints, and riveting became standard” (Rudge 1989:E-8). By 1895, the use of steel and pneumatic field riveting 
was almost universally adopted for the construction of bridges.

ENGINEERING SIGNIFICANCE

There are three basic types of bridge trusses: “through,” "pony,” and “deck.” The Blackburn Point 
Bride is a pony truss, meaning that the bridge carries the load supported by the bottom chords with no lateral 
bracing between the top chords as there would be with a through truss.

The Blackburn Point Bridge is one of only four historic bridges left in the county, and is the only one 
connecting the mainland with a barrier island. The Champion Bridge Company provided a second swing bridge 
to Sarasota County in 1925 at Stickney Point further north, but it was removed. The truss swing bridge was 
once a popular bridge in Florida, generally used over coastal waterways where many simple, sturdy movable 
spans were required. A 1990 statewide inventory of historic bridges identified only eight pony truss swing 
bridges left in the state (FE)OT 1992: 92).

The swing bridge operates on a center-bearing pivot, patented by the Schertzer Rolling Lift Company, 
located on a concrete pier mid-channel (Photograph 5). The original swing mechanism was operated by a 
woman walking around a 10-foot diameter circle at the center of the bridge pushing on a lever.

The Blackburn Point Bridge is an excellent example of the bridge technology of the era in which it was 
built. “Though modest in scale, the Warren truss (with verticals) swing bridge expresses the machine aesthetic 
of the 1920s and 1930s in America. It is an honest expression of its structural and mechanical system and is 
devoid of any extraneous decoration. Reflective of material and strength, it is a machine in the landscape, and it 
is clearly a product of its time” “The refined simplicity of the Blackburn Point Bridge would not have been 
possible were it not for the technological advancements of the day. Design possibilities were undergoing 
rigorous scientific testing for loads and wind resistance, and structural steel (which had replaced iron) had 
greatly improved in quality and strength. Also important was the fact that the price had undergone considerable 
reduction” (Stiles 1989a:8).
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VERBAL BOUNDARY DESCRIPTION

The historic boundaries for the Blackburn Point Bridge include only the bridge itself and the central pier 
containing the swing mechanism.

BOUNDARY JUSTIFICATION

The bridge and the swing mechanism arc the most significant elements which have retained their original 
integrity.
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1. Blackburn Point Bridge
2. Sarasota, Florida
3. Rebecca Spain Schwarz
4. July 27. 1999
5. PBS&J, Tampa, Florida
6. North truss of bridge, looking southwest
7. Photo # 1 of 9
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6. East i^proach to the bridge, including newer tender’s house, looking southwest
7. Photo # 2 of 9
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7. Photo #4 of 9

6. North truss of bridge, from west bank, looking southeast
7. Photo #5 of 9

6. South truss of bridge from road, looking southwest
7. Photo #6 of 9

6. Detail of south truss of bridge at center, looking south
7. Photo # 7 of 9

6. East approach to bridge, looking west
7. Photo # 8 of 9

6. West approach to bridge, looking east
7. Photo #9 of 9
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